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Who am I?
• Guy with the weird name
• Born and raised in North Carolina
• Grew up with Star Wars and Star Trek
• Really wanted to be a professional goalkeeper, but…
• Graduated from Virginia Tech in Aerospace Engineering in 2003
• Started as a co-op in Flight Dynamics Analysis Branch in 2001
• Primary experience in mission design and maneuver planning
– Mission design for Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO)
– Re-entry planning for Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM)
– Launch and early operations support for Aura
– Mission design and maneuver planning for Space Technology 5 (ST5)
• Currently Flight Dynamics Ground System Lead for LRO
– Responsible for the maneuver planning and navigation support
• Please ask questions!
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Vision for Space Exploration
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LRO Objectives
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Science Instruments
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LRO Mission Timeline
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Trajectory Overview – Launch and Cruise
• LRO is scheduled to launch in late 2008 on Atlas V with LCROSS
• Direct transfer to moon is 4-5 days
• Two planned maneuvers correct for launch dispersions
– MCC-E at Separation + 22 hours
– MCC-1 at Separation + 24 hours
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Trajectory Overview – Lunar Orbit Insertion
• Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI) maneuver sequence (over 4-5 days)
– LOI-1 captures into polar lunar orbit with 5 hour period
– Total of 5 LOI maneuvers achieves Commissioning Orbit (26 x 216 km)
• Commissioning Orbit (up to sixty days)
– No orbit maintenance maneuvers needed
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Trajectory Overview – Mission Orbit Insertion
• Mission Orbit Insertion (MOI) maneuver sequence
– Total of 3 maneuvers achieves Mission Orbit (50 km ±20 km altitude)
• Mission Orbit (one year)
– One pair of stationkeeping (SK) maneuvers every 27 days km
– Momentum management maneuvers executed once every two weeks
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Communications Overview
• Tracking, Telemetry, and Command functions are provided through 
ground-based S-band communication
• Range requirement of 10 m; Doppler requirement of 1 or 3 mm/s
2 way Range
and Doppler
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Ground Stations
USN Ground Stations
WS1 – Prime S/Ka GS
DSN Ground Stations
DSN 34-Meter S-Band
Goldstone, California
WS1 - 18-Meter S/Ka-Band
WSC, New Mexico
USN 13-Meter S-Band 
South Point, Hawaii
SSC 11-Meter S-Band
Kiruna, Sweden
DLR 15-Meter S-Band
Weilheim, Germany
DSN 34-Meter S-Band
Madrid, Spain
USN 13-Meter S-Band
Dongara, Australia
DSN 34-Meter S-Band
Canberra, Australia
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Flight Dynamics Facility
• Range and Doppler measurements are sent to 
the Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF)
• FDF is an institutional GSFC facility
• Secured operational control center
• Supports ELVs, ISS, STS, other spacecraft
• Primary navigation and mission design for past 
two US lunar missions: Clementine and Lunar 
Prospector
• Primary support for LRO:
– Tracking Data Evaluation
– Orbit Determination
– Mission Product Generation
– Mission Design
– Maneuver Planning
• The Goddard Trajectory Determination System 
(GTDS) is used for LRO orbit determination 
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Daily Navigation Support for LRO
• Requirements on S-band Tracking Data Provided to FDF 
– SCN required to provide 30 minutes of tracking data every lunar orbit
– Coherent Doppler and range measurements
• Range accuracy 10 meters (1 sigma)
• WS1 and DSN Doppler accuracy 1 mm/s (1 sigma)
• Other S-band stations Doppler accuracy 3 mm/s (1 sigma)
• Orbit Determination Requirements
– Daily OD using S-band tracking data
• Predictive ephemeris requirement in lunar orbit is 800 m after 84 hours
• Definitive ephemeris is 500 m RSS and 18 m radial
– Post-maneuver OD using S-band tracking data
• No predictive or definitive accuracy requirements
• Primary goal is to update station acquisition data and MOC products
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Lunar Prospector Results
1st Batch OD Solution
2nd Batch OD Solution
55 hr arc 55 hr arc
7 hr overlap
RMS
48h definitive ephem 48h definitive ephem
• Reprocessed LP data shows overlap compares to 60 m RSS (1- 
sigma) and 6 m radial (1-sigma) – meets requirement!
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One-Way Laser Ranging
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OD Reprocessing Using Laser Data
• Goal: Orbit accuracy of 50 m RSS and 1 m radial
• Reprocessing of definitive OD using S-band and laser tracking data
– Performed twice during mission: at L+3 months, end of nominal mission
– Uses updated lunar gravity model provided by LR team
• Key force model upgrades to improve accuracy
– Gravity modeling (biggest error source)
– Solar and lunar radiation modeling
– Lunar solid tide accelerations due to the Earth and Sun on the Moon
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Accelerations due to Lunar Gravity
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Lunar Gravity Impact on Mission Orbit
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Conclusion
• LRO will provide the most accurate map of the Moon yet!
